STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
Version B
Full Chord Version

John Stafford Smith
Pomp and Circumstance

Play as written or use the chords given on every \( \downarrow \) note.

Majestic walking tempo

Edward Elgar
HARMONIZATIONS OF MELODIES
Instrumentalists chose one. Choral do all.

Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair
F Eb/F F C7 F Dm Bb/F F G C7
F Bb/F F C7 F Bb/F F F/C C7 F

Hine Ma Tow
Dm Gm A Dm C F
Gm A Dm C F Gm Dm

Annie Laurie
C F C Am7 D7 G C C/E

F G7 C C/G G7 C C G C

Am Dm/F E B/G#/ Am F